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USDINR (FEB)

USDINR has formed Pennant Pattern on 1hr chart, It is trading in a small range from last few trading
sessions. The market has support at 74.60 level and it has resistance at 75.00 level. RSI is at 48.50
level and 21 EMA below the prices supporting the market. Based on current price action the market
is trading at make or break level, hence traders are advise to buy on beak of mention resistance level
and or sell on break of mention support level only.

JPYINR (FEB)

JPYINR is trading in a downtrend almost from last one year. It has formed lower highs and lower lows
on daily chart. Yesterday the market has traded gap down and closed 0.30% lower. It has broke
previous swing low which indicate bearish momentum ahead. The market has strong support at
64.75 level and it has resistance at 65.80 level. RSI is at 44.95 level moving lower and 21 EMA above
the prices indicating bearish move ahead. Based on current price action the market is expected
bearish movement in the upcoming sessions once it broke the mention support of 64.75 level.
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NICKEL (FEB)

NICKEL (FEB) future is trading in a strong uptrend on Daily chart. But yesterday it has traded more than
3% lower and closed in red. On 7th it has formed Doji candle on daily charts which shows indecision in the
market but yesterday it broke the low of that candle and change the sentiment to bearish. The market
has strong support around 1695 level and strong resistance around 1755 level. RSI is at 57.97 level
moving southward. Based on current price action the market will start short term bearish direction in the
upcoming sessions. Traders are advised to follow sell on rise strategy.

JEERAUNJHA (MAR)

JEERAUNJHA (MAR) Future is trading in a strong uptrend. The market has formed higher high and
higher lows indicating strong up move. The market has strong resistance around 22000 level and
support around 19000 level. RSI is at 83.18 level in to the overbought zone and 21 EMA also moving
upward direction indicating bullish move ahead. Based on current price action the market is
expected to continue bullish movement in the upcoming sessions, traders are advised to add
positions on dips only.
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